ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Print this template on matte photo paper or card stock.
2. Use a thin layer of white glue for gluing.
3. For clean folds, score dashed fold lines by very lightly running an X-Acto® knife along a straight edge.
4. Cut out all parts as needed on solid lines.

BACKDROP
1. Fold BACKDROP A in half.
2. Glue tabs A and B on TREASURE CHEST to BACKDROP where marked.

MINNIE MOUSE
1. Glue tabs in alphabetical order to form BODY.
2. Glue tabs in alphabetical order to form HEAD.
3. Glue HAT and ears onto HEAD by gluing tab P where marked.
4. Glue tab Q to form LEGS. Fold feet up.
5. Glue tabs R and S on LEGS to BODY where marked.
6. Glue tabs T and U on BODY to HEAD where marked.
7. Glue ARMS on by matching up letters V and W.

MICKEY MOUSE
1. Glue tabs in alphabetical order to form BODY.
2. Fold feet up.
3. Glue tabs in alphabetical order to form HEAD.
4. Glue ARMS on by matching up letters M and N.
5. Glue HAT and ears onto HEAD by gluing tab O where marked.
6. Glue tabs P and Q on BODY to HEAD where marked.

DONALD DUCK
1. Glue tabs in alphabetical order to form BODY.
2. Fold feet up.
3. Glue tabs in alphabetical order to form HEAD.
4. Glue ARMS on by matching up letters M and N.
5. Glue HAT and ears onto HEAD by gluing tab O where marked.
6. Glue tabs P and Q on BODY to HEAD where marked.
7. Fold BEAK in half and glue only the part above the fold to HEAD where marked R. Fold the bottom half of BEAK up.